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The “Jhon E Cash Collection” of Rare & Unique Notes!

A special offering for a select few friends, clientele and investors

Hi! I’m Jhon of Jhon E Cash Rare Currency in Dallas Texas. I have been a serious and astute collector of very rare and sometimes unique US star notes for many years. Most notably, I like the 1928, 1934 and 1934A $500 and $1,000 FRN star notes. Over time I have assembled what I think is the finest collection of serial number one stars and $500* & $1,000* notes ever assembled. The Jhon E Cash Star Collection includes many of the rarest and finest examples known. These American rarities are just nice to look at.

Due to email file size I had to break this Collection down into two parts.

For the first time ever, the Jhon E Cash Star Collection of star notes and other non star notes will be offered to serious buyers for a short period of time and will be offered in two parts. The 2nd part will be offered at a later date. Because of limited file size I could only provided limited & short descriptions.

I would love to see these special star notes and other non-star notes end up into some of the other advanced collections that I know of. I know they are missing some of these notes. It may be another generation or longer before these become available again. This is a rare opportunity for collectors to acquire some often seen rarities that are missing from major collections.

It was a very hard decision and I already have seller's remorse, but I have decided to put these rare Star Notes back into the collecting community because I have done what I set out to do: complete a full set of $500 FRN stars by district and a denomination set serial number 1 stars. Now it is time to pass these babies off to the next generation of collectors and start a new collection of......

I have a real love for the currency market, more as a collector than a dealer. I really enjoyed collecting, cataloguing, viewing and studying these rare star notes and I truly hope the new owners will appreciate them as much as I have, for they are indeed very special, rare and unique! For me, it truly has been and is a labor of love.

I’m never getting out of the currency market, just changing strategies and looking for a new and exciting challenge. Sort of like getting divorced for the first time.

Smile and enjoy the viewing,

Jhon E Cash
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This UNIQUE note is considered by many to be the “Holy Grail” of all US Small Size Currency notes!

*This note is the “Crown Jewel “of the Jhon E Cash Collection!

- 1934 $500 Kansas City Serial # 1* *Ser# J00000001* PCGS-63PPQ

This totally cool note is UNIQUE, a one of a kind true American rarity which should probably be in the famous ANA museum or at displayed at the Smithsonian for all the public to view. This is the only known serial number one star of all 1928, 1934 and 1934A $500 and $1,000 FRN's. This is a well known and famous pedigreed rarity that is sometimes referred to as the “Holy Grail” of all US small sized notes. I have had the pleasure of owning this beauty since Sept. 13th, of 2001 when I purchased a 5 piece collection of serial number 1* stars. I paid a lot of money for the collection and this note, which was a record at the time for a single US small size note. An old good friend of mine,” Willy from Philly” Baeder once told me over a few cocktails that he bought this note back in the late 1960’s for $2,800 and flipped for $3,000 to a friend of his, Harry Jones. Of course you could have purchased a Watermelon note back then for $10,000-$12,000 and a $10,000 bill for $10,000. How 50 years makes a difference. This beauty is considered by many as the most expensive of all small sized notes known right up with the serial number one 1933 $10 Silver certificate. It is obviously the highlights of my Jhon E Cash Star Collection. I have been informed by some very long time astute dealers and collectors that the value of this note is between $350,000 to $450,000. This note would be the highlight of anyone’s collection!

Ex: Willy Baeder, Ex: Harry Jones, Ex: Jhon E Cash
Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note
Fr.-2201J* 1934 $500* Kansas City Star (Unique) Ser. J00000001* PCGS-63PPQ
Offered in this sale only for $295,000
The very first 1929 $5 FRBN note printed and issued.

- **1929 $5 FRBN Boston Serial # 1* Ser# A00000001* PMG-64EPQ**
  This is another UNIQUE American rarity that should also be in a National museum on display. How cool is it to own the very first 1929 $5 FRBN note ever printed, and it’s a star note. This $5 FRBN star was never put into public circulation and was most likely was a “Presentation Note” to a foreign dignitary or member of Congress. It is the only serial number one star from all denominations and districts of all the Federal Reserve Bank Notes issued. This is a pedigreed and famous note. It was from the famous Dean Oakes Collection for many years and soon to be Ex Jhon E Cash Star Collection. I have owned this rarity since Dean Oakes sold his famous FRBN star collection in a Lyn Knight auction back in 2002 or 2003. This is definitely one of the highlights of my Jhon E Cash Star Collection. Ex: Dean Oakes, Ex: Jhon E Cash

  **Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.**

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-1850* 1929 $5 Boston star (Unique) Ser. A00000001* PMG-64EPQ

Offered in this sale only for **$127,500**

- **1934 $100 SF Star (LGS) serial # 1* Ser# L00000001* Fine/VF**
  I never had the chance to get this rare $100 serial # 1* graded. It is in FINE plus condition. There was one other $100 dollar serial no one that I am aware of that sold for almost $100,000 in UNC condition in a Private sale about 8 years ago. This note has been in my collection since 2001.

  Ex Jhon E Cash

  **Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.**

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2152L* 1934 $100 San Fran FRN Star (2 kwn) Ser. L00000001* Fine

Offered in this sale only for **$44,500 (SOLD)**

- **1985 $10 St Louis Serial # 1* Ser# H00000001* PMG-30EPQ**
  This is a very nice note and it is one of a handful of serial # 1 star’s that is EPQ/PPQ. This is one of the thirteen pre Big Head serial #1 stars which makes it even scarcer. This star note has been in my collection since I bought a large collection in 2001.

  Ex Jhon E Cash

  **Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.**

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.
**Fr.-2027* 1985 $10 St Louis Star Ser. H00000001* PMG VF-30EPQ**

Offered in this sale only for $19,500

- **1963 Cleveland $5 Star serial # one* Ser# D00000001* PCGS-58EPQ**
  
  I don’t know if there any others $5 # 1 stars that exist as I have never seen or heard of any other $5 serial number one stars that are not the Big Head style. This is definitely one of the finest known, almost a GEM note! At one time I owned 8 of the 13 pre Big Head serial number 1* examples known. This note has been in my collection since 2001. Ex Jhon E Cash
  
  Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

  Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

- **Fr.-1967* 1963 $5 Cleveland Star Ser. D00000001* PMG-58EPQ**

  Offered in this sale only for $26,500

- **Fr.-1901D* 1963A $1 Cleveland* Ser# D00000001* VF-Raw**

  I’m not sure how or where I got this # 1 star. I just found it in a box in one of my safes one day. What a pleasant surprise! Small head serial number one stars are the rarest by far as very few are known to exist. There are no rips, tears or pinholes in it. I wonder how long it stayed in circulation before someone discovered it was a serial number on star note. This is a solid and very affordable example of a serial number one star note. Ex Jhon E Cash

  Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

  Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

- **1934 $500 Chicago FRN Star* Ser# G00000002* PMG-30**

  This is the second lowest serial numbered $500 or $1,000 FRN star known, only behind the Kansas City serial number one* star listed above. This note was off the market until discovered in a N. Carolina coin shop in 2008. It was advertised for 80,000 but I did pay considerable less than that. It has since been in the Jhon E Cash Star collection. This is a very
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important serial number star to the serialized collector. It would be a perfect fit with the Kansas City $500 serial number one star*. Ex Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2201G* 1934 $500 Star Chicago PMG VF-30 Serial G00000002*

Offered in this sale only for $47,500

- 1928 Cleveland $1,000 FRN Star* Ser # D00000102* PCGS-40

This is a unique and “one of a kind” example of a true American Rarity. It is a rare opportunity when a collector can own any rare note that is unique. Only one collector can complete a district set and they must have this one to do so. I personally believe that in auction this 1928 Cleveland Star would easily bring more than $65,000 maybe more. This rare star note was previously advertised on a dealer’s website in 2001 for $99,000 and I was informed that it did sell. I bought this unique star note from a private individual. This is my prized 1928 $1,000 star. Ex Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2210a 1928 $1,000 Cleveland Star UNIQUE Ser# D00000102* PCGS-40

Offered in this sale only for $52,500 (SOLD)

- 1928 New York $1,000 FRN Star* Ser# B00000068* PMG-30EPQ

This is the 2nd Finest of 3 known. The finest known 1928 N.Y. star sold in auction for $76,375 on 1/9/2013. This 1928 $1,000 NY star note is the ONLY EPQ graded star of all 1928 $1,000 star notes by PMG. That’s pretty impressive considering that there are only 14 known total. This is the only truly and original star note with no rips, tears, pinholes or marks. And has “Great Paper Quality and Embossing” notated on the back!

B00000068* is in a PMG-30EPQ holder and I bought it from a private individual. B00000111* is in a CGA VF holder and sold for $51,500 on 1/5/06. B00000706* was in a PMG-63PPQ holder and sold for $76,375 on 1/9/2013.EX Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.
Fr.-2210* 1928 $1,000 FRN New York Star (2 kwn) Ser. B00000068* PMG VF-30 EPQ
Offered in this sale only for $48,500 (SOLD)

- 1928 Philadelphia $1,000 FRN Star* Ser# C00000181* PMG-30
  Finest of the 4 known The other 3 stars all have noted major repair issues. # C00000181* PMG-30 I bought this note from a private individual. No repairs anywhere! # C00000183* PMG-15NET Major repairs on left side: sold for $25,300 on 9/16/06 # C00000188* PMG-25NET badly soiled and has many repairs. It sold for $25,300 on 1/6/2013. C00000301*Soiled badly, bad corners, foxing on margins and in bad shape. Ex Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2210C* 1928 $1,000 Philadelphia Star Ser. C00000181* PMG VF-30
Offered in this sale only for $43,500 (SOLD)

Did you know that The “Jhon E Cash Star Collection" contains the only set of serial number one* star and serial number two* star of all 1934 & 1934A $500 and $1,000 FRN’s and all denominations of 1929 FRBN’s? That’s pretty cool and neat stuff for all you info addicts like me.

- Fr.-2211* 1934 $1,000 San Fran star Ser# L00003339* PMG-40
  PMG POP 2/1 finer. Anyone need a Mule Star note? I have here a 1934 $1,000 FRN Mule star* from the popular San Francisco district. It is housed in a PMG EF-40 holder. The serial number is L00003339*. A Mule is a notated when the back plate number is 5-11. This means it had a different front plate from the original back plate. Sound confusing? Advanced collectors would appreciate this tidbit of information. This note is the 2nd finest one that PMG has graded, the other one is in a PMG-55. Mule notes are highly collected and are in most cases much scarcer; except for 1934A series. This is a super very nice problem free example. Ex Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2211L* 1934 $1,000 San Fran. (Mule Star) Ser. L00003339* PMG EF-40
Offered in this sale only for $9,950
Windy City Winner! I got really screwed on this note. Apparently I’m not a very good grader, I will admit as much. I bought this note raw at a CAA Long Beach auction in 2005 as an advertised AU-58. Well as you can see PCGS did not think it was an AU-58. It is what it is; a PCGS AU-50 is still one of the higher grades recorded. The serial number is G00004590*. It really is a nice problem free star with good centering, dark inks and very good margins; you will not find the folds where ever they are unless you use a high powered scope. This is a NON MULE note EX Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2212G* 1934 $1,000 Chicago (12 kwn)  Ser. G00004590* PCGS 50

Offered in this sale only for $12,950

Fr.-2212G* 1934 $1,000 Chicago

This is one beautiful and high grade, problem free 1934 $1,000 Chicago Star note. Check out the super cool serial number of G00002500*. This is also one of the nicer graded examples as most of these circulated notes are in low grades with lots of different issues. I found no rips, tears, bank stamps or pinholes. This star features boardwalk margins with deep inks and a fancy serial number. It’s all there. It has been graded as a PMG EF-45. This is one of my favorite serial numbers, especially on a $1,000 star. EX Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2211H* 1934 $1,000 St Louis

Only five (5) known of this St Louis FRN star are known. This is a very nice and rare 1934 $1,000 star note from the scarce district of St Louis, MO. You are going to really like this $1,000 St Louis star as it is in wonderful condition for the grade with not one problem that I can see. Most all of the $1,000 stars do have some kind of issues as they were heavily circulated back in the day. People simply did not know star notes were rare at the time. Ex Jhon E Cash
Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.
Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-2211H* 1934 $1,000 St Louis Star (5 known) Ser. H00000897* PMG VF-25

Offered in this sale only for $10,950

1929 F.R.B.N. Brown Seal Star Notes
There 1,383 known 1929 FRBN stars known in the Jhon E Cash FRBN Star Census for all denominations and districts

- 1929 $100 CHICAGO FRBN STAR* Ser# G0000002* PMG -25EPQ
  This is the second lowest serial number star of all denominations and districts of all FRBN stars, only behind the Boston $5 serial number one star*. It is also a tougher Chicago $100 FRBN problem free star which is always in high demand. There are only 14 known. This star note carries the PMG 25EPQ notation. This means that it has never been doctored and is totally original. It was previously in a PCGS-35 Holder. This is a very special star note in my collection. Ex: Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.
Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-1890G* 1929 $100 Chicago PMG VF-25 EPQ Serial G00000002*

Offered in this sale only for $15,500

- 1929 $10 Dallas F.R.B.N. Star* Ser# K00006177* PMG-15N
  This is only the 4th known and highest serial number known $10 Dallas FRBN star. Dallas FRBN stars are the rarest by far of all districts with a mere 13 known from all denominations. San Francisco is the next rarest district with 20 known. In a CAA FUN sale on 1/9/2013, lot # 17227 a Dallas $10 FRBN star in PMG-25 NET with repairs and restoration sold for $24,675. Ex Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.
Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-1860 1929 $10 Dallas FRBN Star (4 Kwn). K00006177 PMG F-15

Offered in this sale only for $12,250
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1929 $20 Boston FRBN Star*  
**Ser# A00004562*  **PMG-30EPQ**
This is one of the finest known of the 14 known 1929 Boston FRBN star notes and it is one of only two EPQ graded notes. Any EPQ star is very desirable and collectible as there are very few of them known. Boston has always been a tough district for any of the FRBN stars. Most all of the others examples in the census are in VG or less grade and have major issues as most FRBN stars do Ex:

Jhon E Cash  
*Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.*

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-1870A* 1929 $20 Boston Star PMG VF-30EPQ Serial A00004562*  
*Offered in this sale only for $4,850*

1929 $100 Cleveland FRBN Star*  
**Ser# D00003920*  **PMG-30EPQ**
This is the 2nd Finest Known of the 11 known 1929 $100 FRBN stars from the Cleveland District. It is also the only EPQ note known of the 11. And this one is totally original with no repair issues. This exact note sold for $7,500 on 11/23/2003 in Chicago. Ex: Jhon E Cash  
*Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.*

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-1890D* 1929 $100 Cleve (2nd Finest Kwn) PMG-30EPQ Serial D00003920*  
*Offered in this sale only for $5,550*

1929 $100 Richmond FRBN Star*  
**Ser# E00006404*  **PMG-25**
This note is tied for the 3rd Finest of the 9 known 1929 $100 Richmond FRBN stars. Most of the others have repairs and other issues. This is a problem free example. This very note sold for $10,925 in a Smythe auction, lot # 4618 on 6/13/03. Ex: Jhon E Cash  
*Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.*

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-1890E* 1929 $100 Rich (3rd finest) PMG VF-25 Serial E00006486*  
*Offered in this sale only for $5,350*
The Jhon E Cash Star Collection has over 650 FRN small size stars from series 1928 to 1950E and denominations of $10 to $1,000.

1934 $10,000 bill from the rare Kansas City District!

- **1934 $10,000 FRN Kansas City**  
  Ser# J00000290A  
  PCGS-30

  There are only 14 known $10,000 bills from the Kansas City district. It’s just nice to keep one around to look at. Although I’ve owned and sold over 164 $5,000 and $10, 0,000 bills, somehow I ended up with this one for now. Prices are going up on $5K and $10K real fast, but hopefully not as fast as the last Heritage auction would indicate. I have this advertised at $117,000. (This note is not part of the Jhon E Cash Collection)

  *Offered in this sale only for **$111,500**

- **2003 $1 NY FRN (Solid serial # Star)**  
  Ser # B11111111*  
  PCGS-67PPQ

  **FINEST KNOWN** of all the solid serial numbered stars. There are three other solid serial numbered stars that I know of.

  D11111111*  
  Poor to VG a real limp rag heavily soiled and had many nicks and tears that I saw at a Baltimore show. He was asking over $10,000 and I passed on it because of bad eye appeal. B33333333* is in a PCGS-65EPQ sold for $23,500 in a Heritage auction in 2005. D22222222* is in a raw low VF grade and sold for $16,500 in private sale in 2009 after two years of haggling I finally purchased this high grade rarity was purchased in a Baltimore show from a private collector in May of 2008.

  *Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.*

  Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note

  Fr.-1930* 2003 $1 N. York (Solid serial Star) PCGS-67PPQ Ser# B11111111*

  *Offered in this sale only for **$18,500***
A complete set of 1928 Gold Certificate STAR notes.

- 1928 $10 Gold Cert. star ser# *00379272A PMG-64
- 1928 $20 Gold Cert. Star Ser# *00240403A PMG-25
- 1928 $50 Gold Cert Star Ser # *00030769A PCGS-40 (at last count there were 17 known and this one was in the top 4)
- 1928 $100 Gold Cert Star Ser# *00001833A PCGS-35 apparent (this is the third finest known out of 8 known)

Scans available per request

**Set of 4 offered at this sale only for $39,500**

A “complete set” of 17 known 1934 and 1934A $500 FRN Stars Notes from every known district

This is the list of all the 17 notes with serial numbers and grade of all the 1934 and 1934 A $500 stars from the *Jhon E Cash Star Collection*. It consists of 17 special $500 star notes which will include the famous 1934 $500 Kansas City serial number one star note. It took me over 14 years and a lot of searching to complete this set. Eleven (11) of the 17 notes are the Finest Known or Second Finest Known examples and one example is Unique!

**Part of the Jhon E Cash Star Collection.**

**1934 $500 Boston**

1. 1934 $500 New York* B00003206* PMG-35 (19 Known & MULE)
2. 1934 $500 Philly* C00002892* PMG-64EPQ (Finest of 14 known by PMG)
3. 1934 $500 Cleveland* D00001094* PMG-55 (Finest of 7 Known by PMG Grading Co & a MULE note)
4. 1934 $500 Richmond* E00002209* PMG-30 (Finest of 4 Known by PMG)
5. 1934 $500 Atlanta* F00002604* PMG-40 (4th finest of 15 Known by PMG)
6. 1934 $500 Chicago* G00001430* PMG-40EPQ (58 Known & MULE)
7. 1934 $500 St Louis* H00001898* PMG-40 (2nd Finest of 4 known by PMG)
8. 1934 $500 Minneapolis* I0000800* PMG-30 (2nd finest of 2 Known)
9. 1934 $500 Kansas City* J00000001* PCGS-63EPQ (Finest of 2 kwn)
10. 1934 $500 Dallas* K00000104* PMG-30 (2nd Finest of 6 known by PMG)
11. 1934 $500 San Fran* L00005324* PMG-65EPQ (Finest known by PMG)
12. 1934A $500 New York* B00004066* PMG-30 (10 Known)
13. 1934A $500 Richmond* E00002379* PMG-30 (Tied for Finest of 6 Known by PMG)

**1934A $500 Atlanta** 1 note-Not verified and very suspect, not counted in census

14. 1934A $500 Chicago* G00002437* PMG-30 (8 Known & MULE note)
15. 1934A $500 St Louis* H00000602* PMG-35 (UNIQUE only one known)
16. 1934A $Kansas City* J00000202* PMG-25 (2nd finest of 7 Known)
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17. 1934A $500 San Fran.* L00004563* PMG-40 (tied for 3rd finest of 19 Known)

This complete rare ONE OF A KIND set is offered at $495,500*
*Price without the 1934 $500 star #J00000001* $195,000

Scans of the above listed $500 Stars are available to interested parties.

- **Fr.-39 1917 $1 Legal Tender**
  - **Ser# T1A**
  - **PMG-62**
  
  THIS NOTE IS UNIQUE! This is the first Fr.-39 1917 $1 Legal Tender printed and is Unique to the FR # as it is only the 4th serial number one note known on all 1917 Legal Tenders. The other 3 are all FR-37s. This serial number 1 1917 Legal Tender has been in the Jhon E Cash Collection since 2003 when I purchased it in a highly competitive Stacks auction in New York City. I also purchased the T2A note several years later by chance. It is a real American rarity that needs to be in a museum. This was most likely a “Presentation note” to a foreign dignitary or member of Congress. This is a very important note in currency lore as large size serial # 1 notes are very rare, especially in high grade. This is one of the highlights of the Jhon E Cash Collection. EX: Jhon E Cash

  Part of the Jhon E Cash Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-39 1917 $1 Legal Tender (Unique) PMG-62 Serial T1A

Offered in this sale only for $28,500

- **Fr.-39 1917 $1 Legal Tender**
  - **Ser# T2A**
  - **PMG-63EPQ**

I finally found it! I've been searching for this note since late 2003 when I acquired the T1A note. This Fr-39 is the mate to my other Fr.-39, serial number T1A that I purchased in 2003 at a Stacks sale in New York. I now can offer a matching 2 piece set. This is also a note that has never been cleaner or pressed as it is an EPQ note. At least you will have half of a cut sheet! EX: Jhon E Cash

Part of the Jhon E Cash Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note

Fr.-39 1917 $1 Legal Tender Uncirculated Ser. T2A PMG-63EPQ

Offered in this sale only for $5,550
How about a cool rare and pedigreed “double” $2 error?

- Fr.-1935 1972 $2 FRN Dbl print  
  You are not seeing Double? 
  Few people have ever seen anything like this. This is an extremely dramatic and rare 1976 $2 bill error note with multiple serial numbers and seals. I have owned two of the very few known. This is one of the most dramatic errors of all small size notes. In actuality this note was run through the BEP press twice which resulted in two completely different sets of serial numbers. The Treasury Seal and district seal along with the district numbers are also printed twice. This is the only note printed with this type of error. It is four serial numbers apart which suggest they were in sheets of four. Go figure! Anyway it has been graded as a GEM PCGS-65PPQ and the serial numbers are D22822649A and D22822653A. I sold a similar graded note for $24,500 in a PMG-65PPQ holder a few years ago.

  For the advanced error note collector, it doesn’t get much better than this! This $2 error is also featured in Dr. Fred Bart’s 2nd edition book titled, “United States Paper Money Errors”. In his book on page 20, he describes this note as; “Penultimate multiple printing with radical separation between primary and secondary impressions on two dollar denominations which rarely yields spectacular mistakes”. This type of error is rated an R-9 error on the Relative Rarity Index, which is the highest rating.

  If you are an advanced collector or simply want to own one of the most prestigious and pedigreed errors of all time now is your chance to own one of the finest examples known as well of this rare $2 error note.

  Part of the Jhon E Cash Collection.

  Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.
  Fr.-1935D 1976 $2 (Error- Two sets of Serial Numbers) D22822649 53A  
  PCGS-65PPQ  
  Offered in this sale only for $18,250

The following sets are rare and pedigreed notes from the famous “Zollie Kelman Collection”: an 86 piece collection of 1899 $1 SC Black Eagle Presentation Notes in various sets.
- Fr.-233 $1 SC Ladder set of 3 notes  Ser# V12345678V  PCGS-66PPQ

The ultimate up ladder of numbers one thru nine on two notes.

This 3-Piece set of large size 1899 Black Eagle Presentation Notes is the ONLY KNOWN SET on any large size or small set of notes that consist of a complete and perfect UP Ladder numbers of **V12345678V** and **V23456789V** and a perfect DOWN Ladder number **V87654321V** and what makes this set unique is that this set is from the same series and FR #. This set has been off the public market since 1922 and Jhon E Cash is the 4th owner since 1922. All three notes are graded a perfect PCG-66PPQ. When you go to view this note, all six of the front and backs will be displayed for your viewing. This prized set of 1899 $1 Black Eagles is from the famous "Zollie Kelman" Black Eagle Collection that I purchased from Harry Jones at the Memphis Show in 2005. The Zollie Kelman Collection consisted of 86 1899 $1 SC Black Eagles that came in various serialized presentation sets. These rare uncirculated Presentation Notes were generally issued to Heads of State or Foreign Dignitaries as gifts by the US Treasury Department on behalf of the United States government. These Presentation Black Eagle notes were never released to the general public for circulation.

All these following sets are very special pedigreed serialized sets and I will not break them up for individual sales. This set was my favorite set of all my fancy serial numbered notes. Now is your chance to add this very rare and special set to your nice collection! It certainly will be one of the highlights of any advanced collection as it has been in mine.

EX: Jhon E Cash

**Part of the Jhon E Cash Collection.**

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view notes.

**Fr.-233 1899 $1 SC (Ladder set of 3 notes) Ser. V12345678V PCGS GEM-66PPQ**

Offered in this sale only for  **$65,950**

---

You can view over 500 US notes with 2 sided colorized scans and descriptions on my website at [www.jhonecash.com](http://www.jhonecash.com)
Hand Stamped 1899 $1 S.C. Presentation Set

- Fr.-236 $1 Eagle set of 2 notes
  Ser# V100000000A PMG-62 V999999999A PMG63EPQ

This is another true American Rarity that is very rarely seen anywhere in any auction or private sale. There are only a handful of these “Rollover Sets” known to exist. This is one of only few set of 1899 $1 Silver Certificates that have the "Hand Set" serial numbers of V999999999A and V10000000A. These rare sets are referred to as “Rollover Pairs”. These rare sets were hand set individually and printed by the B.E.P. as Presentation Sets for Foreign Heads of State and US Dignitaries. The solid 9’s alone, depending on condition sell in auctions for $35,000 to $40,000 each. The extremely rare 1,000,000,000 millionth notes are rarely seen for sale alone. I've owned this rare set twice. I repurchased this 2 piece set again in a Lyn Knight Chicago Auction many years ago for a bit over $62,000. I am now offering this rare set for back into the collecting community.

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO OWN A RARE PIECE OF CURRENCY HISTORY

The Zollie Kelman Collection consisted of 86 Black Eagles that come in various serialized sets. These Presentation Notes were generally issued to Heads of State or Foreign Dignitaries as gifts by the US Treasury Department on behalf of the United States government. These Black eagles were never released to the general public for circulation. These are very special serialized sets and I will not break them up for individual sales. They shall remain together forever.

EX: Jhon E Cash
Part of the Jhon E Cash Collection.

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view notes.

Fr.-236 1899 $1 Black Eagle Set (2 notes) Ser. V1000000000A PMG-62/63EPQ
Offered in this sale only for $69,950
You gotta see this "Presentation Set" of 10 Black Eagle Silver Certificates. The low two digit serial numbers are R10A to R100A. They are all graded from GEM PCGS-63PPQ to PCGS-66PPQ. The serial numbers are R10A to R100A in increments of 10. When you go to view this note, all ten of the Black Eagles will be displayed for your viewing. The Zollie Kelman Collection consisted of 86 specialized Black Eagles that come in various serialized sets. These 10 Black Eagles were never released to the general public for circulation. These Presentation Notes were generally issued to Heads of State or Foreign Dignitaries as gifts by the US Treasury Department on behalf of the United States government. These are very special serialized sets and I cannot break up this stunning set. You will find additional sets of these notes through the website. Go view them as they are impressive. I hope you enjoy them as I have for so many years.

This is a one of a kind Presentation Set of 10 very special 1899 $1 Black Eagles that would make any advanced collector proud to add to their collection. They only go up in value as time goes by, as they cannot ever be reproduced.

EX: Jhon E Cash

*Part of the Jhon E Cash Collection.*

Right click on your mouse and hit Open Hyperlink to view note.

Fr.-236 1899 $1 (10 note set) Ser. R10A - R100A PCGS GEM 63PPQ-66PPQ

Offered in this sale only for $22,950

This is THE END of Part I of the Jhon E Cash Collection Sale. I will have Part II of the Collection available later this year. Thanks for viewing and remember: don’t rush it; the fun is in the hunt.
Important terms and conditions of this sale:

- All notes are subject to *prior sale* as they are offered to others in this sale.
- All notes will be shipped USPS Express Next Day delivery, insured and with a signature required.
- I DO NOT ship on Fridays. I do want them in the Post Office over the weekend.
- A 60 day free layaway payment plan is available. Ask for details
- All sales carry a 14 day return policy from date of receipt, for any reason as long as notes are returned prepaid in exact condition as when shipped.
- Buyer will be responsible for freight and insurance on returned items.
- I ship in the Continental 48 States. I sell to overseas buyers; overseas shipping arrangement and all associated expenses are responsibility of overseas buyer.
- All payments are via bank wire or check. Overseas buyers will pay by wire transfer or International Bank wire. I can be reached 24/7 at 214-769-9936 or email me at cybuski@verizon.net for additional information on wiring instructions or layaway info.

Thank you for considering the *Jhon E Cash Collection* of very special notes. If nothing else, I hope you enjoyed viewing these notes as much as I have over the years; for they are indeed true “American Treasures”, which a select few individuals will be fortunate enough to add some of them to their collections.

Here’s a toast from Texas, to all my friends, fellow currency collectors’ and Dealers.

**Cheers!**

Jhon E Cash

214-769-9936  Spring 2015  Website [www.jhonecash.com](http://www.jhonecash.com)